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Chapter 1 : Talk:Rubens' tube - Wikipedia
Corpus Rubenianum Ludwig Burchard: an illustrated catalogue raisonnÃ© of the work of Peter Paul Rubens based on
the material assembled by the late Ludwig Burchard in twenty-seven parts, Rating: (not yet rated) 0 with reviews - Be
the first.

David Coulthard McLaren set the fastest time on the first day, while Eddie Irvine was fastest on the second
and final day of testing. Arrows performed shakedown runs at the Santa Pod Raceway. The first practice
session took place in dry conditions. He was joined on the front row by Jean Alesi , who was four-tenths of a
second behind. Olivier Panis was third in his Prost. Heinz-Harald Frentzen was fifth, with Michael
Schumacher completing the top six. Hill missed out by just three milliseconds , the slimmest-ever margin. He
was followed on the timesheets by Ferrari drivers Irvine and Michael Schumacher who completed the top
three positions. David Coulthard was able to pass Alesi on lap two. As this happened Herbert retired thanks to
a gearbox problem. Coulthard passed Barrichello on lap six by outbraking him into the Adelaide hairpin.
Schumacher at this point was struggling on a car that was set up for a wet race. Behind in the midfield Irvine
overtook another car. This time it was Alexander Wurz in the Benetton. Rain began to fall on lap Eddie Irvine
pulled into the pits just as the rain started, but Ferrari was not ready for him and his pit stop took 43 seconds
A scramble into the pits ensued, but the leaders were all able to hold their positions. One Lap after Hill pitted
he got a puncture, because he hit a wall. And then the safety car was deployed due to the amount of water on
the track. The amount of water on the track was so great that three drivers - Jacques Villeneuve , Alexander
Wurz , Marc Gene and Alex Zanardi spun while following the safety car. Damon Hill retired with electrical
failure while behind the safety car. The restart went cleanly, with no place changes amongst the front-runners.
On the same lap, Michael Schumacher suffered an electrical malfunction and lost most of his eight-second
lead to Rubens Barrichello. Frentzen won the race after 72 laps to secure his first victory of the season in a
time of 1: Damon Hill hinted after the race that this one could have been his last, or if he did compete at
Silverstone in the next race he might leave Formula One afterwards.
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Chapter 2 : Some VA workers in disbelief as two controversial executives return to high-paying jobs - Stripe
Move to Rubens' Tube. Since this takes its name from Heinrich Rubens, should the name of the article be "Rubens
Tube" or "Rubens' Tube"? Sciprogrammer , 3 November (UTC).

National Gallery, London, 26 October â€” 15 January ]. National Gallery Company [distributor: Yale
University Press, New Haven], The astonishment was all the greater given that the artist was Rubens, whose
merits are beyond question but whose popularity rating certainly lags behind many of his contemporaries, the
painting a relatively early work ca. It has then to be said that it was not without a degree of risk for the
National Gallery to subsequently organize an exhibition that would again address â€” if in an expanded
context â€” the same material. Moreover, given the spate of Rubens exhibitions in , what was to be learned
from yet another show? As it happened, quite a lot. This approach was immediately evident upon entering the
first room where the Battle of the Amazons Potsdam; landscape by Jan Brueghel; cat. This juxtaposition
showed the extent to which Rubens was still occupied with what he had painted years previously. Instead of
simply overwriting his northern experience with the new visual impressions of Italy, he recalled with
astonishing clarity his earlier composition, reworked certain central motifs such as the group of two Amazons
struggling with Hercules and the mounted Amazon holding aloft a severed head, and incorporated new ideas
gleaned in Italy. Precisely how much importance Rubens placed on re-working pre-Italian compositions was
further apparent in the display of his three earliest renditions of the Judgement of Paris â€” for this reviewer a
particular treat: In London the focus was on the famous Crouching Venus of Doidalses, present as a small
bronze and a large marble version. Their strategic positioning afforded visitors a continually changing
perspective of the sculpture itself, and placed it against a changing panorama of paintings, thus illustrating not
only how Rubens perceived and incorporated the figure or variations thereof into compositions as diverse as
the Fall of Phaeton cat. Another fascinating exhibit was a marble relief of three sleeping putti Galleria
Borghese; unfortunately not illustrated in the catalogue , which had been acquired by the Borghese in and on
the evidence of a comparison with the group of slain children in the right foreground of the Massacre of the
Innocents most probably was known to Rubens. Though the Massacre of the Innocents had previously been
seen in the company of many of the exhibits, it came as a surprise that here it appeared quite flat, its figures
merging into a rather undifferentiated mass, and possessing somewhat insipid colouring â€” especially when
compared to the luxuriant Samson and Delilah on the opposite wall. It therefore seems to me that the Massacre
was most likely painted for a specific location, one where Rubens knew viewers would approach from the left
and thus walk into as it were the very centre of the carnage. It was however a great shame that the large
Recognition of Philopoemen of cat. Many visitors will have missed seeing this great painting, which would
have provided admirable company in the actual exhibition â€” after all, its compositional structure, with its
strong left to right movement, receding albeit abbreviated architecture with greenery, and still life in the lower
right, is not altogether different from that of the Massacre of the Innocents , and its strong visual language and
coloring could have provided a powerful statement in the last room of the exhibition, which, notwithstanding
the presence of fine works, paled in comparison to the earlier rooms. The magnificent still life in
theRecognition of Philopoemen was executed by Frans Snyders, with whom Rubens was subsequently to
co-operate on many occasions, as indeed he did with Brueghel. The catalogue opens with three relatively short
essays. Avoiding the problematic issue of the make-up of the lost original, the authors keep the theme of the
exhibition in mind and discuss the Pocketbook as a compendium of invention and creativity by looking in
particular at how Rubens reworked familiar motifs. Images of Death , Antwerp, Rubenshuis, The entries are
organized into six categories, each prefaced by a short introduction to the particular topographical On the
Move; Reworking of Rome; Back in Antwerp or iconographical Battle Painter; Religious Painter; Sequences:
Building a Composition grouping; obviously some groupings are more homogenous than others. A more
rigorous editing would have removed inaccuracies or inconsistencies, many of which scholars will catch but
not the general public. The publication is lavishly illustrated, with comparative works reproduced in color and
many interesting details of the actual exhibits. Under the best of circumstances, a catalogue can only offer a
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pale reflection of the visual experience of the exhibition it documents. The extravagant use of color
illustrations throughout the present catalogue, notably for the illustrations of ancient sculpture often shot from
unexpected vantage points , does at least go some way towards conveying a flavor of the dynamics of this
visually driven exhibition. Master Drawings , ; cat.
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Chapter 3 : French Grand Prix - Wikipedia
Rubens Barrichello is another well known name following the list of top drivers from Brazil. Names such as Emerson
Fittipaldi, Ayrton Senna and Nelson Piquet. Rubens "Rubinho" Barrichello was born in in Brazil.

It is about the piece of apparatus named for him, in which his name becomes and adjective, not a proper noun.
The article is about "Rubens tube: For examples of similar adjectival constructions, see also literally every
other scientific apparatus, theory, and concept which is named after someone. The article should be moved
back to "Rubens Tube". However, I know I read the part about Ulrich Behn somewhere when writing this
article. So far, the only mention I found was in reference 3. At the very least, this shows that Behn came up
with the idea for small flames as pressure indicators. Left up for debate is what his first name was and if he
indeed did the research at the University of Leipzig. Better images found by URL hacking: My German is
poor - have I got this right? It shows flame-maximum at the closed end, which will be a velocity node - no
movement , just pressure variation. Behn - presumably not the current Ulrich Behn with an email address at
uni-leipzig. Oddly, Rubens reports that the flame-maximum is at the closed end as expected for loud sounds,
but with quiet sounds, the maxima and minima exchange places! With quiet sounds, the flame-maxima are at
the constant-pressure points; loud sounds give maximum flame at lowest-velocity points. Ya, I noticed that a
while ago, and I plan on fixing it some day soon. In a wave, one wavelength is equal to a crest and a trough, or
in this case, a comression and a rarefaction. Ther are three-- Vox Rationis Talk contribs antinodes to each full
wavelength. Antinodes are at the greatest amplitudes, positive and negative, to measure across 3 antinodes
would still be one cycle, one wavelength, either two peaks and a trough peak to peak or two troughs and a
peak trough to trough. The current image suggests one wavelength is five antinodes in length. Since
compression and rarifaction occur about times a second, this would be invisible if it occured. Ie, the article is
internally inconsistant. Then the Talk mentions that there are claims that the lowest point of the flame may not
be at a pressure anti-node but depends on the amplitude of the flame. While the state of knowledge could be
still unsettled, that does not mean that the article should be confusing. Certainly the last half of the last
sentence in History should be removed, and the state of current knowledge should be in the explanation
section. This is especially true since the picture of the tube does not seem to have either a minimum or a
maximum of the flame at the the closed ends of the tube. Please take a moment to review my edit. I made the
following changes:
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Chapter 4 : Rubens Barrichello - his career move? | Yahoo Answers
"Corpus Rubenianum Ludwig Burchard: an illustrated catalogue raisonnÃ© of the work of Peter Paul Rubens based on
the material assembled by the late Dr. Ludwig Bruchard in twenty-nine parts, sponsored by the City of Antwerp and
edited by the Centrum voor de Vlaamse Kunst van de 16e en de 17e eeuw"--Preliminary page.

Plot[ edit ] Smoke and Oil Dresden Jordan Peele and Keegan-Michael Key , a pair of assassins known as the
"Allentown Brothers", enter a drug-processing facility run by a Mexican drug cartel and kill everyone inside,
including the boss King Diaz. Meanwhile, Rell also played by Peele has just been dumped by his girlfriend; he
finds the cat on his doorstep, takes an immediate liking to it, and names it Keanu. Rell, who is much happier
after taking care of Keanu, takes Clarence out to see a Liam Neeson movie, telling him he needs to loosen up
and just be himself. A distraught Rell drags Clarence along to the next-door residence of his weed dealer
Hulka Will Forte , who reluctantly reveals that the 17th St. Hulka directs them to a downtown strip club; Rell
and Clarence go there, where Rell convinces Clarence to adopt a "gangsta" persona in order to infiltrate the
gang, calling themselves "Tectonic" and "Shark Tank". Cheddar has Keanu having renamed him New Jack
and fitted him with a do-rag , and they ask for the cat. He will only return the cat to them if they come along as
expert advisors for the Blips on a run to sell a new drug called "Holy Shit"; both reluctantly agree. After taking
their team through a team-building exercise, Rell, Clarence, Hi-C, and three other gang members drive to their
delivery spot. While Clarence stays behind and introduces the young men to the music of George Michael
whom he describes as if he were black, to overcome their skepticism , Rell and Hi-C go to make the sale. The
buyer turns out to be Anna Faris , who is partying with two friends. When Hi-C refuses, a fight ensues in
which Faris and her two guests are both shot and killed by Hi-C, frightening Rell. At the strip club after the
run, Clarence accidentally smokes some Holy Shit, and experiences a drug trip in which he appears in the
music video for " Faith " by George Michael, and Keanu speaks to him in the voice of Keanu Reeves. Rell
begins to worry about his cousin and convinces him to just take Keanu and leave. The two do so, but are
abducted on their way to their car by the actual Allentown Boys. The Allentown boys continue to approach
them, but Clarence and Rell completely unload the guns into them, seemingly killing them. On their way out
of the building searching for Keanu, Rell and Clarence run into the Blips; Cheddar has discovered their real
identities when they refuse to shoot a kidnapped Hulka, and forces them to come along to a meeting with the
Mexican drug cartel at its mansion in the morning. Clarence and Rell realize that the team-building exercise
the two took the gang through has improved their communication; they pick up guns and shoot their way out
of the mansion in pursuit of Bacon, who has taken Keanu, only for Rell to be shot in the leg and Clarence shot
in the hand. Bacon gets up and attempts to shoot Rell, but Clarence runs him over. Bacon gets up again, but is
shot and killed by Cheddar and the Blips. The Blips threaten Rell and Clarence, but Hi-C â€” secretly a police
officer â€” breaks her cover and forces the Blips to drop their guns. When Cheddar attempts to shoot her, she
kills him. She promises to testify for leniency and agrees to go on a date with Rell after they get out of jail. Six
months later, Rell and Clarence have only three weeks left on their jail sentences, but have commanded
respect among the inmates â€” including the remaining Blips â€” for killing the Allentown Boys. In a
post-credits scene , the Allentown Boys are revealed to have survived the shooting and get back into their car.
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Chapter 5 : Michael Schumacher apologises to Rubens Barrichello for dangerous move | Sport | The Guard
Rubens and other artists who influenced him After suffering from gout for many years, Rubens died in Antwerp on May
30, He was buried there in the city church of St. Jacobs.

Arts Peter Paul Rubens: Rubens dominated the 17th-century art world like perhaps no other artist. Rubens
depicted this moment in the above painting, "Crown of Thorns," created at an early stage of his career around
Biblical stories have fascinated artists of various eras. He had already painted a similar work in on a
commission from the future King Charles I of England, who was a passionate admirer of Rubens. In both
paintings, the artist wears the fashionable accessories of the time: But Rubens was likewise fascinated by this
story from the Old Testament. He finished his own interpretation of the Biblical scene between For this he
was condemned to torture: It took Rubens and fellow artist Frans Snyders, who painted the eagle, roughly six
years before they finished this masterwork in Here, the hero Hippolytus rejects the love of his stepmother,
who subsequently commits suicide â€” but not before she had claimed that her stepson desired her. The sea
god Poseidon commands a sea monster to attack Hippolytus. A major difference between the original work
and the copy, however, is the size. Rubens depicts Pan as he unsuccessfully attempts to grab Syrinx, but only
manages to capture a fistful of the reeds, which Syrinx will transform into. The reeds were painted by Jan
Brueghel the Elder. Titian focused on strong gender contrasts by depicting a dressed, strongly-built warrior
opposing a naked and weak woman. The work refers to an old saying of Roman poet Terence. Bereft of the
company of Ceres, goddess of grain, and Bacchus, god of wine, poor Venus is freezing â€” meaning that
without bread and wine she starves to death. Venus wraps her little son Cupid in her veil, appearing weak in
her total nakedness. The young Prince Paris is faced with a difficult choice: He must decide which of the three
goddesses â€” Athena, Hera or Aphrodite â€” is the most beautiful one. The messenger god Hermes holds out
a golden apple, the prize to be awarded. As a reward, Nike, the goddess of victory, honors Mars with a laurel
wreath. Out of jealousy, Athena gave Medusa her hair made of snakes; she feared the beautiful gorgon as a
rival and so turned her into a monster. According to Greek mythology, Athena let her be decapitated by
Perseus, the son of Zeus.
Chapter 6 : Rubens At The Palace, London to Port of Southampton - 6 ways to travel
Michael Schumacher did the big gesture after his move on Rubens Barrichello in the Hungarian Grand Prix, apologizing
to the Brazilian driver for not providing him with enough room to overtake on.

Chapter 7 : Find Real Estate, Homes for Sale, Apartments & Houses for Rent - blog.quintoapp.comÂ®
Miller initially inquired about a $, payout to Diana Rubens, who on June 1, switched from the Washington, D.C.-based
deputy Under Secretary for Field Operations at VBA to the director of the Philadelphia and Wilmington VA regional
offices.

Chapter 8 : Keanu (film) - Wikipedia
A VA Office of Inspector General's report found Rubens and Graves manipulated the hiring system to get moved to
positions of lesser responsibility while maintaining the same salary.

Chapter 9 : Rotterdam museum on the move to facilitate a radical renovation â‹† New York city blog
VA officials Diana Rubens of Philadelphia, left, and Kimberly Graves of St. Paul, Minn., at a House Veterans Affairs
Committee hearing in Washington, Nov. 2,
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